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We show that the Chern-Weil construction can still be used to extract the 
characteristic classes of smooth manifolds even from (discontinuous) piecewise 
differentiable Riemannian metrics and alline connections. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [T] we defined and studied the algebra of generalized piecewise 
differentiable distributions and currents on smooth manifolds. 
This paper constitutes a first application of those results. 
We show here that the Chern-Weil construction for the characteristic 
classes can be extended to the case of piecewise differentiable Riemannian 
metrics. This paves the way to a general framework for attacking the 
problem of describing local combinatorial invariants on smooth manifolds. 
2. THE COMPLEX OF SYMMETRIC GENERALIZED 
PIECEWISE DIFFERENTIAL CURRENTS 
Let M be an oriented smooth manifold and let T be a smooth triangula- 
tion of M. For any k E N, we set Mk G Mx ... x M(k factors); Tk k 
TX ... x T gives a decomposition of Mk by POlySimpliCeS. 
In CT] we defined the differential complex of generalized piecewise 
differentiable (g.p.d.) currents, g*(M). 
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The wedge product A in V*,(M) is defined by means of the natural 
homomorphisms 
/L:v*(Tk’)@R... 0, g*(p) ++?*(P+ ... +k,); 
see [T, Sect. 41. 
The wedge product is not graded commutative. 
In some applications it might be desirable to have a commutative 
product defined. 
To this purpose, we will discuss first a commutative product for distribu- 
tions. 
The group of permutations Sk acts naturally on M, as a group of 
diffeomorphisms; Sk induces an action on the space of p.d. distributions on 
M, and this action passes to the quotient space U”( Tk) of g.p.d. distribu- 
tions. 
Let d denote averaging on S,: 
@u=; c 4). 
. oc& 
The space &(U”(Tk)), which consists precisely of those elements of 
%‘( Tk) which are kept fixed by the group of permutations Sk, can be 
described also as a quotient space 
SGT?O( Tk) h %O( T”)/W, (2.1) 
where W is the vector subspace generated by all elements of the form 
U-c(U), where UE%?‘(T~), and OES,. 
The mapping 
S%O( 7-k) + SVO( Tk + ’ ), kEN(, 
Cul++Cuoll 
defines an inductive system; we introduce 
SVO,(M) G lim SWO( Tk). 
k 
An element of SPC?~(T~) will be called a symmetric g.p.d. distribution on 
M. This space depends on the triangulation T, by taking the direct limit 
S%O( M) G l& m”,(M), (2.2) 
T 
we obtain a space of generalized distributions, independent of any 
particular triangulation of M. We define also 
%o(M) G l&l v#f). (2.2’) 
T 
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2.1. Remark. For cohomological considerations, we shall require from 
the triangulation T to verify Axiom C.2 from [T]. 
The projection mapping 
n,k:%?o(Tk)+SVo(Tk) (2.3) 
defines a homomorphism 
7~: b V”( Tk) --) s S%“( Tk). (2.4) 
k, T 
If u , ) . ..) U, E V’(M), let U 1, . . . . lJh~Wo(M) denote their product as 
defined in [T, Sect. 41. 
By definition, 
U I0 ... ~lJ,=n(U,.~.U,) (2.5 1 
will be called the symmetric product of U,, . . . . U,,. 
The symmetric product is associative and commutative. 
If e and t are two g.p.d. currents on M, they can be described locally as 
0=CT. ,,..+,dxi’ A . . . A dx’*, 
5=2 ,, ._ j, dxjl A . . . A dx”, 
where ci, ...ih, T,, ...j, are g.p.d. distributions. 
By definition, their symmetric wedge product, c K z, is 
OAt=aij...rhoT~ ,... j, dx’l A . /, dxih A dx” ,., . . . /, dx”, (2.6) 
Let S%‘*(M) denote the space of all g.p.d. currents which can be 
described locally as differential forms whose coefficients are symmetric 
g.p.d. distributions. 
We have the 
2.2. THEOREM. SW*(M) is a graded commutative differential algebra. 
2.3. THEOREM. If the triangulations of T from (2.2) satisfy Axiom C.2 
from [T, Sect. 31, then the natural chain homomorphism 
j: D*(M) -+ SW*(M) (2.7) 
j:ow {wOiw lo,... 0, l}, induces monomorphism in homology (here 
{ } denotes the class in S%‘*(M), and Q*(M) denotes the deRham complex). 
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Proof: It is sufficient to show that for any ke N, and for any T 
satisfying C.3, the inclusion 
Q*(M) + S%*( Tk) 
induces monomorphism in homology. Let o be a closed smooth form on 
M, and suppose that 
[j(o)] =OEH*(S%~(T~)). 
Let us denote by W* the space of those currents which are represented 
by differential forms with coefficients in W (see (2.1)). Then there exist 
cry%?* and (3~ W* such that 
j(o)={oO1wlOiw...Onl}=do+e. 
By averaging over the group S,, we have in V*( Tk), as de = 0, 
d(j(o)) = d(da + 19) = d da = d da, 
which shows that 
[&j(o)] = 0 E H, (9?*( Tk)). 
But 
(2.8) 
and because this is a smooth form 
j(dc0) = j(w). (2.9) 
From (2.8), (2.9), and Theorem 4.3(iii) [IT], it follows that [o] =0 in 
the deRham cohomology. 
3. HOMOTOPY INVARIANCE 
With the same notations as above, we compare the homologies of the 
complexes e*(M), resp. S%*(M), and V*(Mx IR), resp. S%?*(Mx [w). 
For the application in Section 5 it will be sufficient o restrict our atten- 
tion to a special class of decompositions of M x R. 
For this purpose, if T= {CL)} is a triangulation of M, we consider the 
decomposition 
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of M x [w, and we define 
@*(Mx [W)&l&~g*((Tx rW)&) 
T,k 
S@*(Mx “)‘l$ S%?*((Tx rw)k). 
(3.1) 
The condition on the type of decomposition allowed in the definition of 
@*(Mx [w) amounts to the requirement that all currents used for its 
construction are smooth in the direction of the factor K!. 
This observation justifies us in speaking about the restriction of any 
g.p.d. current o E @*(M x Iw) to the level submanifold M x (t} c M x Iw; 
this restriction will be denoted r:w. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. The restriction homomorphism r: induces iso- 
morphism in homology: 
r,?: H, (@*(M x [w)) + H, (V*(M)) 
r:: H,(S@*(Mx [w)) -+ H,(S%?*(M)). 
(3.2) 
Prooj As all g.p.d. currents defining @*(M x Iw), resp. S@*(M x Iw), are 
smooth in the [W-direction, the classical homotopy operators for the 
deRham cohomology can be used. 
3.2. COROLLARY. Zfu is a cocycle in @*(Mx [w), resp. S@*(Mx [w), then 
Crhl = CCyl E H,@‘*(W), rev. H, (So*). 
3.3. COROLLARY. Zf y is a cocycle in @*(M x (w), resp. S@*(M x Iw), and 
f r$y is a smooth differential form, then 
H, W*(W) 
resp. 3 CCrl = Crhl E f%(M), 
H, (Sq*(M)) i 
where H& is the deRham cohomology, seen as a vector subspace of 
H, (V*(M)), resp. H, (S%*(M)). 
4. GENERALIZED PIECEWISE DIFFERENTIABLE LINEAR CONNECTIONS; 
CURVATURE AND CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES 
We may extend the previous constructions to sections in vector bundles. 
Indeed, for 4 + M, a smooth vector bundle, we extend the space of smooth 
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r-differential forms on M with values in 5, Q’(M, 5) by allowing their coef- 
ficients to be (symmetric) generalized piecewise differentiable distributions, 
and by doing so, we obtain the spaces 
4.1. DEFINITION. A generalized piecewise differentiable linear connection 
in the smooth vector bundle 5 is a linear homomorphism 
v: VO(M 5) -+ ~:‘(M 51, 
resp. 
v: SGT?O(M, 5) + S%?‘(M, 0, 
which satisfies the Leibnitz formula 
V(j-0 S) = dfo s + fi Vs, for any f E U”(M), resp. S%?O( M) 
and any s E %‘(M, t), resp. S%“(M, 5). (4.2) 
From this point on there will be no difficulty in defining the curoature 
and the characteristic classes of the g.p.d. connection V (see Connes [C], 
Karoubi [K], and Milnor [Ml). 
4.2. THEOREM. (i) For any smooth vector bundle 4 + M, and for any 
generalized piecewise differentiable connection V in 5, the curvature of the 
connection, RV, and the g.p.d. current $k A Trace(R,)k, k E N, are defined. 
(ii) The g.p.d. current Gk is closed, and its homology class, 
[$kl E H, (q*(M)), resP. H, (S%*(M)) is independent of the connection. 
(iii) If all triangulations used in the definition of the g.p.d. currents 
satisfy Axiom C.2, then the class [$k] coincides with the same characteristic 
class (in the deRham cohomology) of a smooth connection in 5. 
Proof: This follows from Corollary 3.3. 
5. PIECEWISE DIFFERENTIABLE RIEMANNIAN METRICS; 
CURVATURE AND CHARACTERISTIC CLASSES 
Let r be a piecewise differentiable Riemannian metric on M. We mean 
by this that M has a smooth triangulation and that on each closed top 
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dimensional simplex of the triangulation, a smooth (up to the boundary) 
Riemannian metric is given. 
In a smooth system of coordinates x = (xi, . . . . xn), the metric r is 
represented as 
I- = g, dx’ dx’, 
where g, are piecewise differentiable functions. 
Let 42 = {Ul)xEA be a locally finite open covering of M by coordinate 
charts X, = (XL, . . . . xr), and let {P~}~~,, be a partition of unity subordinate 
to 42. 
For every U,E@, we define the Christoffel symbols 
which define a g.p.d. Levi-Civita connection on V, on U, by the formula 
V,(dx;) = r;,, jk dx! @ dx;. (5.2) 
The components g” in (5.1) are piecewise differentiable functions on U,, 
computed pointwise. 
The components r;,, jk are g.p.d. distributions. 
We can patch together the local connections V, to define a global g.p.d. 
Levi-Ciuita connection V on M: 
for any differential form o. 
When r is smooth, the g.p.d. Levi-Civita connection V coincides with the 
classical Levi-Civita connection of r. 
Note, however, that the g.p.d. Levi-Civita connection V depends upon 
the choice of the partition of unity and the coordinate functions. This is 
due to the fact that, in general, 
g” 0 g, # is; in QY”(Uz). (5.4) 
From this point on we can apply the results from Section 4 to define the 
curvature of V and the corresponding characteristic lasses. We have 
5.1. THEOREM. Given a piecewise differentiable Riemannian metric (with 
respect to a triangulation which satisfies Axiom C.2) on a smooth mamfold, 
the Chern- Weil construcion leads to a description of its characteristic classes 
expressed in terms of generalized piecewise differentiable currents. 
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